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Nigel Williamson enjoys an eclectic line-up of Indian
folk and rubs shoulders with a Rolling Stone at one
of the world’s most romantic festival settings
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e’re lounging on huge
floor cushions in a openair courtyard in the
magnificent Mehrangarh
Fort. Far below the craggy sandstone
outcrop on which the ancient kings of
Marwar built their spectacular palace more
than 500 years ago, sprawls the old walled
city of Jodhpur. Beyond it in the distance
lies the arid terrain of the Tar desert. Above
us is a full moon so bright that its light casts
an eerie shadow.
We are listening to the sitarist Vishwa
Mohan Bhatt playing a classical raga in
the rich and elegant form of ancient Rajput
court music known as maand, when my

Mick Jagger – a guest of
the Maharaja of Jodphur.
Main image: the view of
Jodphur from Mehrangarh
Fort – one of the largest
in India

wife nudges me and gestures towards a
figure sitting to the right of the stage. “Isn’t
that Mick Jagger?” she asks.
It is indeed and later that evening I bump
into him at the bar. “What are you doing
here? I didn’t know you were into Indian
music,” I blurt out clumsily in my surprise
at his presence at the inaugural Rajasthan
International Folk Festival (RIFF). He
answers politely that he listens to a lot of
Indian music and, to my further surprise,
launches into a mini manifesto about the
importance of keeping India’s folk heritage
alive in the face of the rapid modernisation
underway as the country rushes headlong
to join the digital age.

He also lets slip that he’s present as an
old friend of the Maharaja of Jodhpur, the
festival’s patron. One of India’s ‘midnight
children,’ the current Maharaja took office
at the age of four and in 1972 began the
restoration of the long derelict fort. Now
magnificently refurbished, it has to be one of
the most sumptuous and romantic settings
for a music festival anywhere in the world.
For centuries the aristocratic rulers of
India’s princeling states sponsored and
sustained India’s proud classical music
tradition, employing the best musicians at
court, so to hear VM Bhatt playing classical
ragas in the former royal apartments is
the continuation of a patronage that is
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